questioning the so-called "truths" of the temple. How else can one justify smuggling into an Alpine course a session on a review of the global tectonic environments, or one on a tectonic map of China, or even one that illustrates the misuse of the fundamentals of stratigraphy! But Ken Hsü had another, well-justified reason for writing this textbook, and opening it to international criticism by issuing an English edition as well: unpublished lecture notes, he says in his original Swiss preface, are "permanent"; they become inscribed into the heads of students and cannot be criticized any further. But published books can be and ought to be criticized publicly. Like the great orientalist Vassily Vladimirovich Barthold, Hsü has always been loath to give a course and not present his students with a published book open to everybody's criticism (in his preface to the American edition, he says he never handed out lecture notes in his 30 years of teaching). Many of his numerous books have issued from the courses he taught.
The book's avowed purposes are (1) to allow the beginner, the uninitiated, to "jump on" and (2) to ignite a discussion with the experts, the initiated, not only concerning a number of Alpine problems, but also about the concept of tectonic facies in general. Hsü stresses the observation that certain tectonic environments everywhere create certain associations of rocks and structures that can be recognized, and he proposes to use the Alps as a type example of a collisional mountain range. To achieve his purpose, he divides the Alps into Eduard Suess' and Franz Eduard Suess' classical tripartite units but gives them new names to emphasize their new role as templates: Raetic for the mostly brittle Austroalpine override sheet, Celtic for the Pennine remobilized basement, and Allemannic for the mostly sheared-off foreland sedimentary cover including the northern Tethyan shelf, the Helvetic Nappes. He also uses the presentation of each of these "facies" as an excuse to review the basic principles of geology for the beginning student.
How the geological timetable was erected and the stratigraphic systems got their names, Gressly's facies concept, and some broad outlines of carbonate sedimentology are presented during a discussion of the limestone-dominated simple structure of the Jura mountains, the peculiarly "separated" foreland fold-and-thrust belt where décolle-ment tectonics was invented by August Buxtorf. The Molasse basin and the Swiss midland valley, strewn with "erratic" blocks, are the occasion to introduce the Quaternary Ice Age and the principles of modern limnology. Their tectonics invites comparison with the Indo-Gangetic Plain and is an opportunity to discuss some of the principles of elastic sedimentation in the waning phases of an orogeny. It also helps to settle the flysch-molasse dispute by showing that the molasse is not a post-orogenic but a late-orogenic deposit, and the flysch-molasse transition is gradual (why Hsü blames Paul Arbenz for originating the idea that the molasse was a post-orogenic deposit when many, such as Hans Stille, preceded him, I do not know).
With the Helvetic Nappes, Hsü takes his students into the Alps proper and confronts them with the controversy of episodic versus continuous deformation creating mountain ranges. Then the structure of the Alps is introduced in terms of a general model, including the three main tectonic facies, to enable the student to look at the mountain range almost as an anatomical object, with a certain Bauplanarchitectural plan-subject to the rules of functional morphology and Cuvier's immortal dictum of the "correlation of parts." In other words, if a certain "organ" of the orogen is developed in a certain way, the way the other "organs" will appear is, to a certain degree, predetermined. These ideas constitute also the practical value of Hsü's concept of "tectonic facies." (The caption of fig. 3 .8 in this chapter is misleading, because it gives the impression that the figure reproduced is by Ampferer and Hammer, 1911 ; in reality, it is from Amstutz's now-classic paper of 1955).
In the Helvetic Nappes themselves, Hsü takes two unconformities as examples of how to deal with the "apparent" episodic record in terms of a continuous evolution.
The basal Tertiary unconformity (from the Paleocene in the Ultrahelvetics to the Late Eocene in the autochthonous successions on the foreland) is presented as the record of a fore-trench bulge after a suggestion by Hsü's HTH-colleague Daniel Bernoulli, whereas the enigmatic intra-Upper Cretaceous sub-Wang unconformity is regarded as a consequence of continental margin erosion.
The chapter on the flysch and the wildflysch is well worth reading, especially by extra-Alpine geologists. Mediterranean geologists grow up with these concepts, but every time extra-Mediterranean geologists use the concepts of molasse and flysch, it becomes obvious from their "accents" that this is, to them, a foreign concept. With the Wildflysch, Hsü enters a favorite topic of his own career: mélange. He shows, on the basis of his (and Rudolph Trümpy's) student Andreas Bayer's dissertation work, that it is mainly a tectonic mixture, that is, a true mélange. He returns to the topic of mélanges when reviewing the ophiolitic mélanges of the Alpine suture between the Penninic and the Austroalpine units (chap. 9).
In the Penninic Units, covering chapters 6 through 10, Hsü's emphasis is on the complexity of the tectonic evolution and divergence from the classical Suessian/ Argandian, uniformly north-vergent evolution. He argues-I think convincingly-that there were early north-dipping structures in the Alpine Tethys (I myself mapped some of them in the Lower Austroalpine units in eastern Switzerland). Whether or not these were subduction zones, as he maintains, is another matter: I think his comparison of the Alpine ocean with the Eastern Mediterranean/Aegean subduction/arc/back-arc systems is inappropriate. The Alpine ocean was too small to generate such a complex pattern; there was simply not enough subduction to create it. Yet the call he makes on the student to look for present-day analogues of the Alpine environments is well-put. His suggestion for the solution of the Schams controversy regarding the enigmatic, south-vergent slices in front and atop the Suretta Nappe is, in my view, worth considering (despite the apparent difficulty of having no Schams equivalents between the Suretta and the Tambo nappes, perhaps suggesting an initial southward gliding mechanism), though Hsü's Alpine colleagues seem to have taken scant notice of it.
Chapter 11 is devoted to the Austroalpine nappes, the highest nappes of the Alpine edifice that belong to "Africa," and chapter 12 to a summary of the geological evolution of Switzerland, mainly with its Tethyan context.
With chapter 13, we enter those parts of the book that were not in the original German edition. In (13), Hsü recapitulates his concept of tectonic faces by emphasizing the importance of thinking in terms of models in science. The difference between circum-Pacific-type mountains and the Tethyan chains is elegantly elucidated by using the concept of metamorphosis in plants. The geosynclinal theory of mountain building, Hsü rightly emphasizes, makes mountains almost "pop into existence." But, we now know, mountains, like plants and like some of the lower vertebrates, undergo metamorphosis as they grow: they undergo stages of subduction-controlled orogeny to evolve eventually into collision-controlled orogeny. In chapter 14, Hsü reviews some of the "classical" mountain belts worldwide to illustrate his ideas and in (15) uses China as a test case to put his concept of tectonic facies into practice.
There is little with which I disagree in all this, except that I wonder whether the three facies he defines, identical to Suess' (1937) three units in collisional orogens, might not misleadingly oversimplify the pattern. Also, the way he defines them invites questioning: Are we to define the Cenozoic thrusts of the European foreland of the Alps (for example, the Pfahl and Danube Fault Zones, or the Frankenline, the Osning; compare Ş engör, 1995, fig. 2 .10) as Raetic, simply because they are rigid basement structures? Would that not negate the whole essence of the comparative anatomy of mountain belts (compare Rodgers, 1987, especially p. 677) ? Are the Himalayan basement thrust sheets south of the Lagoi-Gangri Range of metamorphic core com-plexes in analogous position to the Alpine external massifs not rigid basement nappes? Is Tibet not in an analogous position to the supra-subduction Austroalpine nappes, while at no great depth on the Great Plateau, temperatures must be easily within amphibolite facies-range and ductile deformation widespread? Even in China, Huanan is the only block that has a clear Raetide position and behavior. Moreover, the plant metamorphosis analogy is fine, as long as we remember that mountain chains have no genetic code to follow and their metamorphoses are not determined, but contingent.
In his final chapter, 16, Hsü tells us that science is not postage stamp-collecting: it is about understanding. And understanding is not the same as just seeing. We must see and argue. He gives an example of how the simple principles of litho-and biostratigraphy have been misused by people who do not think in terms of the processes that make those principles possible. For classification purposes, just seeing may be enough, but when one moves beyond just seeing, one must be prepared to use mental constructions and models-that is, arguments. Hsü gives some examples from his own experience of what happens when the argument component of science is lost sight of, and he finishes with a plea for theoretical geology.
Hsü book is the best textbook of tectonics on the market of which I know, and it is a very good introduction to its ostensible topic, the geology of Switzerland. To reach this judgment, it is not necessary that I should agree with all of the interpretations he presents. He is most likely wrong in many of his interpretations, but so is everybody else. The important thing is that he openly and convincingly pleads for an attitude of questioning and arguing, of comparing, creating, and revising, and thus approaching the truth by eliminating errors. In his book he gives the student examples of how to do these. As Rudolph Trümpy once said (and Hsü echoes him in his preface to the American edition), the Alpine literature has never been very encouraging to the outsider. Hsü's book throws the portals of the temple open and invites everybody in. It is like a fresh breeze on an Alpine slope that dispels the clouds and lays bare the gorgeous scenery at our feet. We continue climbing that slope, from error to error, as Eduard Suess once said, but our compass of view becomes ever wider, ever more complete and more satisfactory.
